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Match your Lighting 
to the Moment
The use of uplighting is a great way to set the mood for a wedding, but you can 

take it up a notch and work with an entertainment company that offers color 

changing uplighting. You can dramatically increase the desired atmosphere by 

changing the uplighting colors to reflect the tone of key moments such as the 

First Dance or Cake Cutting.
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Make Sure that Can’t Miss
Song Gets Played
Work with a wedding DJ that will customize the music for you. Talk with your 

DJ ahead of time and let them know what songs are a must. Maybe it’s a song 

that you know your friends and family won’t be able to sit through. Some of the 

best memories are created when everyone is on the dance floor. 

Create Memories with a
Photo Booth Guest Book
Have a chalkboard at your photo booth along with lots of fun props for your 

family and friends to use as a visual guestbook. This will let your guests get 

creative while making and sharing their wedding memories with you. Make 

sure to make an announcement and leave instructions at the photo booth for 

guests so all the guests get involved. 
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Party People

Craft a Memorable #Hashtag
A great way for everyone to share individual moments from their own perspective 

is to use a unique hashtag for your wedding. Encourage your guests to share 

photos, videos and messages on social networks like Facebook and Instagram. 

This is a great way to get everyone involved in and lets friends and family who 

couldn’t make it join in the experience. Don’t forget to instruct your older guests 

on how to use it on networks like Facebook so they don’t feel left out. 
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Brief your MC

Let Us Help You Make Your 
Wedding Memories.

Your family and friends will appreciate a wedding that flows naturally and feels 

effortless. Get together with your MC ahead of time and make sure your 

expectations are understood. By working with an experienced professional MC 

you’ll work together to craft a timeline for the moments that well become your 

favorite memories.

At Hottracxs we specialize in creating special moments that make 

unforgettable memories with experienced entertainment professionals 

and exceptional services. We offer a range of options and packages that 

can be found on our website. Contact us today and let’s have a 

conversation about your special day.

Talk to our Wedding specialist directly at 631.226.2629 

or email dan@hottracxs.com. 

Find us online at www.Hottracxs.com
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